Molecular dynamics simulations of helix denaturation.
An understanding of the structural transitions that an alpha-helix undergoes will help to elucidate such motions in proteins and their role in protein folding. We present the results of molecular dynamics simulations to investigate these transitions in a short polyalanine peptide (13 residues) both in vacuo and in the presence of solvent. The denaturation of this peptide was monitored as a function of temperature (ranging from 5 to 200 degrees C). In vacuo, the helical state predominated at all temperatures, whereas in solution the helix melted with increasing temperature. The peptide was predominantly helical at low temperature in solution, while at intermediate temperatures the peptide spent the bulk of the time fluctuating between different conformations with intermediate amounts of helix, e.g. not completely helical nor entirely non-helical. Many of these conformations consisted of short helical segments with intervening non-helical residues. At high temperature the peptide unfolded and adopted various collapsed unstructured states. The intrahelical hydrogen bonds that break at high temperature were not fully compensated by hydrogen bonds with water molecules in the partially unfolded forms of the peptide. Increases in temperature disrupted both the helical structure and the peptide-water interactions. Water played a major but indirect role in facilitating unfolding, as opposed to specifically competing for the intrapeptide hydrogen bonds. The implications of our results to protein folding are discussed.